
Falcon Manufacturing

Confident coverage for commercial 
warehouse facilities.

828-483-4237

hello@getscw.com



The Problem

With over 20 years of experience in the industry, Falcon Manufacturing has 
provided supply chain services to some of the world’s largest automotive 
suppliers across the globe.

With an expansive commercial warehouse of close to 100,000 square feet, 
robust and reliable security coverage was crucial to the business's continued 
success.

Corey Hamilton, Falcon Manufacturing Supervisor, had some serious issues 
with their existing security system, as it covered less than 50% of their 
warehouse.

"I've got almost 100,000 square foot of warehouse space. And I would say 
probably about 60,000 square foot of it, I'm blind to”, said Corey. 

Add to that the fact that the cameras in place would often randomly stop 
working, and it was clear something had to change.

With a new system required that could easily monitor and manage the 
warehouse, a simple Google search was all Corey needed to do to come 
across SCW. Their proven track record for designing and delivering reliable, 
scalable security systems led to Corey engaging the SCW team to scope and 
quote the project.
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https://falcon-manufacturing.com/


The Solution
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Working with the SCW team, extensive 
design and planning phases were 
undertaken to consider all key 
requirements for the commercial 
warehouse facility. 

The solution would focus on delivering a 
secure and scalable camera system that 
could easily monitor and manage the 
entire warehouse facility, all from the same 
platform. 

The scalable security solution included 34 Cameras, all housed on one 
easy-to-use 64 Channel 4K NVR.

The cameras included:

15 x Deputy 8.0 - A Fixed Wide Angle Lens Turret Dome Camera with Active 
Deterrence Lights, Speaker and Mic.

5 x Deputy 4.0 - A 4MP (2x1080P) Fixed Lens Turret Dome Camera.

2 x Viking 8.0 - A Multi-Purpose Lens Bullet Camera with Motorized Lens, 
1K10 Impact Rated

12 x Warrior 8.0 - A Fixed Lens Mini Bullet Camera with Active Deterrence 
Lights, Speaker and Mic.

https://www.getscw.com/search/?q=Deputy+8.0
https://www.getscw.com/the-deputy-4-0-v3-26df4m-v3-4mp-fixed-wide-angle-lens-dome-camera
https://www.getscw.com/the-viking-8-0
https://www.getscw.com/the-warrior-8-v3-mini-bullet-camera


The Solution
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Additional equipment included:

The Imperial 64-16S v2 - A 64 Channel 4K 
NVR with Extra Storage.

5 x 12TB Hard Drive - Rated for 
Surveillance.

1 x 6TB Hard Drive - Rated for Surveillance.

1 x WattBox® 250-Series Wi-Fi Surge 
Protector.

1 x Netgear 5-Port Gigabit Switch.

https://www.getscw.com/the-imperial-64-channel-16-sata-nvr-imp64-16s
https://www.getscw.com/12tb-surveillance-grade-hard-drive
https://www.getscw.com/6tb-hd
https://www.getscw.com/wattbox-250-series-wi-fi-surge-protector
https://www.getscw.com/wattbox-250-series-wi-fi-surge-protector
https://www.getscw.com/netgear-5-port-gigabit-switch
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The Result

After an extensive designing & planning phase, a system was designed that 
offered Corey the ability to easily monitor and manage the 100,000 square foot 
of warehouse space, all via one easy-to-use platform. No more blind spots or 
unreliable cameras!

We are currently in the middle of an extensive install phase, with the new 
camera system being installed throughout the commercial warehouse facility. 

Once installed, rigorous testing will be undertaken to ensure we deliver the 
robust, modern security system Corey and his team can confidently rely on.

 



WHY SCW?

When you have extensive facilities with maximum coverage required, 
you need a team with the experience and expertise to deliver a 
system that’s perfect for you.

With decades of experience and excellence, we understand how to 
deliver trusted  solutions that are easy to install and even easier to 
use.

SCW services, supports, installs, consults, designs, and develops 
end-to-end solutions tailored to a client’s needs, and is flexible 
enough to let you decide which offerings you need.

Built to last 
SCW sells only commercial-grade equipment. This equipment is 
specifically designed for heavy use and scalability. With a large 
facility and extensive coverage required, the robust, modern 
security solution was designed to be confidently relied on.

Scalability 
The systems available from SCW are designed to be easily 
duplicated so they can be replicated across all Falcon 
Manufacturing facilities if and when required.
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After-sale service
The right equipment, combined with free, US-based, lifetime tech 
support, made SCW the perfect partner for Falcon Manufacturing 

Over 4,000 Five-Star reviews, with an average score of 4.9, say 
more than we can about the standards of our business practices at 
SCW. 

All of the cameras installed for the project included SCW’s 
standard 3-year warranty, with the ability to extend to five years.
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Learn More

Modern Security Ecosystem 
For Manufacturing Facilities
Get started with a system that delivers confident 
coverage.

https://www.getscw.com/industries/manufacturing
https://www.getscw.com/industries/manufacturing

